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In deep rock engineering, evaluating the likelihood of rock burst is imperative to
ensure safety. This study proposes a new metric, the post-peak dissipated energy
index, which accounts for strain rate and size effects in assessment of the rock
burst proneness of a rockmass. To investigate rock burst proneness, conventional
compression tests were conducted on limestone and slate samples with different
length to diameter (L/D) ratios (ranging from 0.3 to 1.5) at four different strain rates
(0.005, 0.01, 0.5, and 1.0 s−1). Based on the testing observations, the actual rock
burst pronenesswas classified into three categories (no risk, low risk, and high risk).
A new criterion was also established using the post-peak dissipated energy index,
which is the ratio of elastic energy to total dissipated energy. The impact of the
strain rate and L/D ratio on rock burst proneness was analyzed. The results
indicated that increased strain rates cause a strong hardening effect, leading to
staged growth of rock burst proneness. However, the rock burst proneness
decreases non-linearly with the increasing L/D ratio. The accuracy of the
proposed criterion was validated by comparison with existing criteria,
demonstrating that the energy-based index ensures a reliable evaluation of the
rock burst proneness of a rock mass. The proposed method has excellent
potential for practical application in deep rock engineering.
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1 Introduction

Rock burst is a potential disaster that poses a significant threat to deep rock excavation
and mining operations (Cook, 1976; Wang and Park, 2001; Sousa et al., 2017; Keneti and
Sainsbury, 2018; Wojtecki et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022a; Yang et al., 2022a; Wang et al.,
2022b; Yang et al., 2022b). This dangerous occurrence is characterized by the high-speed
ejection of rock fragments accompanied by loud cracking sounds (Kaiser and Cai, 2012; Li
et al., 2021a; Li et al., 2021b; Liu et al., 2022). As ground stress increases and environmental
complexity intensifies, the likelihood and impact of rock bursts also rise (Li et al., 2012; Gale,
2018). To ensure mining efficiency and safety, it is necessary to study the prediction of rock
burst (Singh, 1989; Cai et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2023). Typically, rock burst proneness is
regarded as a prerequisite for determining the likelihood of rock burst (Feng et al., 2015; Liu S
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M et al., 2020). Various criteria have been proposed to assess rock
burst proneness, based on factors such as strength, deformation
modulus, energy, acoustic emission, and failure characteristics
(Kidybiński, 1981; Singh, 1988; Zhang et al., 2009; He et al.,
2015; Khosravi and Simon, 2018; Malan and Napier, 2018; Dai
et al., 2019; Gong et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020a; Gong et al., 2020;
Liu S M et al., 2020; Gong et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022). However, the
essence of rock burst is the rapid release of stored elastic strain
energy (Kidybiński, 1981; Singh, 1988; Konicek andWaclawik, 2018;
Dai et al., 2019), making criteria based on energy parameters
particularly meaningful for determining rock burst proneness.
Examples of such criteria include the stored energy index Wet

(Kidybiński, 1981) and the modified bursting energy index KP
E

(Liu X L et al., 2020). Wet reflects the energy evolution process
and is expressed as the ratio of elastic energy to dissipated energy
(Kidybiński, 1981). In fact, rock burst phenomena can still occur
during the post-peak stage until it enters the residual stage (Gong
et al., 2018c). AlthoughKP

E considers the entire deformation process,
this criterion typically underestimates the rock burst proneness of
brittle rock (Liu X L et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2022). To evaluate the
risk of rock burst accurately, a new criterion for rock burst proneness
is proposed based on the post-peak dissipated energy characteristic
of rock deformation.

Considerable progress has been made in investigating the
process and mechanism of rock burst from the perspective of
stress path and unloading effect (He et al., 2023). However, the
size of the rock has a significant impact on rock burst
proneness, due to the mechanical properties and spatial
structural characteristics of rock (Ai et al., 2016). The
laboratory method considers the structural characteristics of
a rock mass as the size of the rock sample, and the results of
several experiments have shown that the size of the sample
negatively affects rock strength due to the end effect (Wang and
He, 2023a). However, the size effect of a rock sample on rock
burst proneness has received little attention (Wang et al.,
2023b). The size effect leads to stress concentration at the
rock boundary and subsequently affects the stress adjustment
rate of a rock mass (Kahraman, 2002). Thus, the dependence of
rock burst proneness on stress adjustment rate is controlled by
the size effect (Dai et al., 2022). Furthermore, the combined
effect of high ground stress and external force disturbance is
closely related to rock burst occurrence (Du et al., 2016). By
enhancing the strain hardening effect, increasing the strain rate

leads to a strong brittleness deformation of rock, making it an
essential factor in energy release-induced rock burst (Liu et al.,
2023).

To effectively predict rock burst, it is crucial to establish a
dependable criterion for rock burst proneness. For this study,
conventional compression tests were conducted on samples of
limestone and slate with various length-to-diameter (L/D) ratios,
under four different strain rates, to investigate proneness to rock
burst. A revised index, the post-peak dissipated energy index, was
introduced to assess the rock burst proneness of a rock mass,
taking into account the strain rate and size effects.
Correspondingly, a new criterion has been developed, which
can be used to calculate the ratio of elastic energy to total
dissipated energy. The practical utility and accuracy of the
new criterion were validated through testing.

2 Test method

The uniaxial compressive test is widely used to assess rock burst
proneness (Singh, 1988). Strain rate and size effect both influence
rock burst proneness (Masoumi et al., 2016; Rybacki et al., 2016;
Tang et al., 2002; Tarasov and Potvin, 2013; Yumlu and Ozbay,
1995). According to the principle of thermodynamics, it is assumed
that there is no heat exchange between the external environment and
the sample during the loading process. Thus, input energy is
converted into elastic energy and dissipated energy. The
conventional compression test was carried out on two rock types
to obtain the energy parameters.

2.1 Rock material

Two types of rock, limestone (sedimentary rock) and slate
(metamorphic rock), were obtained from a tunnel construction
site in Qinling Mountain, Shaanxi Province, China. During the
sampling process, a strong rock burst and a series of residual rock
bursts were observed in the field with a burial depth of 1 km. Due to
the effects of mineral distribution and composition on the
mechanical properties of rock, it was necessary to conduct SEM
to investigate differences in mineral composition. The SEM results
indicated that the majority of mineral particles in the limestone were
lime mud (accounting for 68% of mineral content) and volcanic

FIGURE 1
Partial group of rock samples.
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chips (accounting for 24% of mineral content), with accompanying
small amounts of pyrite (accounting for 6% of mineral content).
These particles were crystallized in a manner that caused a small
number of pores in the framework. The slate was composed of flake
potash feldspar. In addition, the strong heterogeneity of slate was
manifested in the distribution of layered structure. Since the typical
layered structure has a strong effect on the mechanical properties of
slate, the direction of each sample coring was perpendicular to the
slate layer.

According to ISRM recommendations for compression tests
(ISRM, 2007), the rock samples were processed into cylindrical
shapes with different L/D ratios as follows. The rock specimens had a
constant diameter of 50 mm and were of four different lengths (18,
42, 66, and 90 mm for limestone and 18, 24, 48, and 84 mm for
slate), as shown in Figure 1.

2.2 Loading method

A series of unconfined compression tests were conducted on the
WDT-1500 testing machine (shown in Figure 2). The maximum
achieved load of 1800 kN can be applied by the bottom pressure
head on the sample. The load and displacement sensors were
installed in the top head, which detected a maximum axial
displacement of 100 mm and lateral displacement of 5 mm. The
error range of axial load and displacement was controlled within
0.1%. Moreover, the loading equipment was installed with three
additional systems: a digital control system, a detection system, and
a hydraulic loading system. The specific test steps satisfied the
recommendations of the ISRM (2007). There was a pressure
column upon the sample to concentrate the load on the center
axis of the sample. In order to minimize the friction caused by the
increased load, a spherical seat was located between the upper
surface of the pressure column and the top pressure head.
Similarly, two thermally hardened plates were placed on the
upper and lower surfaces of the sample to eliminate friction. The
conventional compression test was conducted at different loading
rates to obtain the uniaxial compressive strength and elastic
modulus of the rock. To ensure the consistency of the loading

effect on samples of different sizes (ISRM, 2007), the strain rate εe
was introduced as

εe � dε

dt
� dl/dt( )

l
� u

l
, (1)

where εe represents the strain rate, u is the loading rate, and l is the
length of the rock sample.

To study the variation of rock burst proneness according to
different strain rates, four strain rates (0.005, 0.01, 0.5, and 1.0 s−1)
were considered based on the typical range of strain rate εe
associated with rock burst (Wasantha et al., 2015). The specific
test plan is listed in Table 1. Moreover, to avoid the heterogeneity of
the rock material (especially the layered structure of slate), the
average mechanical parameter from more than three samples
under the same conditions was used in subsequent investigation.

3 Revised criteria for rock burst
proneness

Several criteria indicating rock burst proneness (Kidybiński,
1981; Singh, 1988; Zhang et al., 2009; He et al., 2015; Khosravi
and Simon, 2018; Malan and Napier, 2018; Yang et al., 2018; Dai
et al., 2019; Gong et al., 2019; Gong et al., 2020; Gong et al., 2021; Liu
X L et al., 2020) have been reported. Although these criteria analyze
the actual conditions of rock burst from different perspectives, the
rapid release of stored energy is the essence of rock burst (Cook,
1976; Khosravi and Simon, 2018). During rock burst, the stored
elastic energy is consumed by the ejection of rock fragments and
dissipated through crack deformation of the rock mass. In
particular, the ratio of elastic energy the dissipated energy,
namely, Wet, is widely used to evaluate rock brittleness (Gong
et al., 2019) and rock burst proneness (Kidybiński, 1981). The
Wet index is determined when rock undergoes yield deformation
until failure (the corresponding stress level progresses from 80% to
90%). According to Figure 3, Wet can be obtained by

U � ∫ε1

0
σdε, (2)

Ue � σc2

2E
, (3)

Ud � U − Ue � ∫ε1

0
σdε − σc2

2E
, (4)

Wet � Ue

Ud
, (5)

where σc and ε1 are the UCS and corresponding failure strain,
respectively, E is the elastic modulus, and Wet is the stored
energy index. There are three categories of rock burst proneness
quantified by Wet (Kidybiński, 1981):

Wet ≥ 5, high risk,
2≤Wet ≤ 4.99, low risk,
Wet < 2, no risk.

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (6)

The Wet index reveals the essence of rock burst occurrence from a
theoretical perspective. Nevertheless, the determination of the Wet

index is only dependent on the pre-peak energy storage
characteristic corresponding to the most violent rock burst.
During the excavation process, rock failure induced by stress

FIGURE 2
WDT- 1500 test machine.
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disturbance is manifested in two modes, spalling and rock burst
(Diederichs et al., 2004). Spalling (the progressive failure of a rock
mass) is identified as a precursor to rock burst (Martin and Maybee,
2000; Diederichs, 2007). As ground stress increases, spalling evolves
into rock burst (Mazaira and Konicek, 2015). Owing to the
instability of the stress adjustment during the excavation process,
it is believed that spalling and rock burst occur at the same time until
the stress state is stabilized (Gong et al., 2018a; b). This judgment of
rock burst should involve the rock deformation before entering the
residual stage. The dissipated energy consumed after peak is

considered the post-peak dissipated energy Ud
p and used to

improve the criteria for rock burst proneness. According to
Figure 3, the post-peak dissipated energy Ud

p, consumed from the
post-peak stage to residual stage, can be calculated as

Up � ∫ε2

ε1

σdε, (7)

Ud
p� Up − Ur � ∫ε2

ε1

σdε − σr ε2 − ε1( ), (8)

where σr is the residual strength and ε2 is the strain when first
entering the residual stage. The post-peak dissipated energy index
Wp

et is calculated as

Wp
et � Ue

Ud + Ud
p

. (9)

4 Analysis and results

4.1 Mechanical properties and energy
storage characteristics

To obtain the energy characteristics during rock deformation to
failure, the stress–strain curve under different strain rates and L/D
ratios is shown in Figure 4. Several deformation stages can be
identified in the stress–strain curve: the compaction stage, elastic
stage, yield stage, and residual stage. For limestone, the curve of the
initial compaction stage is longer than that for slate. This indicates
that the mineral composition and structure of limestone are
relatively loose. Limestone specimens have been shown to

TABLE 1 Test method and sample serial number.

Rock type No. L/D ratio Strain rate εe (s-1) Rock type No. L/D ratio Strain rate εe (s-1)

Limestone L-1-1 0.3 0.005 Slate S-1-1 0.3 0.005

L-1-2 0.01 S-1-2 0.01

L-1-3 0.5 S-1-3 0.5

L-1-4 1 S-1-4 1

L-2-1 0.4 0.005 S-2-1 0.7 0.005

L-2-2 0.01 S-2-2 0.01

L-2-3 0.5 S-2-3 0.5

L-2-4 1 S-2-4 1

L-3-1 0.8 0.005 S-3-1 1.1 0.005

L-3-2 0.01 S-3-2 0.01

L-3-3 0.5 S-3-3 0.5

L-3-4 1 S-3-4 1

L-4-1 1.4 0.005 S-4-1 1.5 0.005

L-4-2 0.01 S-4-2 0.01

L-4-3 0.5 S-4-3 0.5

L-4-4 1 S-4-4 1

FIGURE 3
Energy evolution and calculation method of the post-peak
dissipated energy index.
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undergo greater deformation until they are at maximum density
(Konsztowicz, 2010). The elastic modulus of rock was calculated as
the slope of the second stage of the curve in investigation of the
influence of scale effect and strain rate. An obvious yield stage was
observed in the stress–strain curve of limestone. This phenomenon
indicated a strong plastic deformation in this stage. Due to strong
brittleness, slate demonstrated a rapid stress drop after the elastic
deformation stage. The energy parameters U, Ue, Ud, and Ud

p are
calculated in Eqs. (2), (3), (4) and (8), as shown in Table 2.
The expression of these energy parameters is in the form of
energy density (kJ/m3) to eliminate the effect of rock column
volume differences.

The relationship between the UCS and L/D ratio is shown in
Figure 5. As the L/D ratio increased, the UCS showed a non-linear
decreasing trend. The L/D ratio-dependent variation of UCS
gradually stabilized when the L/D ratio reached 1.5. The elastic
modulus presented a decreasing trend with increasing L/D, similar
to that of UCS, as shown in Figure 6. This indicates that the L/D ratio
has a negative effect on the mechanical performance of limestone
and slate. It is worth noting that the elastic modulus of limestone
decreased linearly. To explain this result, the typical failure
characteristics of samples with different L/D ratios are presented
in Table 3. For slate and limestone, the failure characteristic changed
from complex to single with the increasing L/D ratio. Due to the
relatively short stress path of the specimen with a low L/D ratio, the
stress concentration phenomenon at the end of the specimen
generated a large amount of friction between the pressure head

and the end face of the sample (Tekalur and Sen, 2011). This end
friction effect reflects a heterogeneous stress distribution at the end
face. In order to maintain the integrity of the rock under mechanical
compression, the stress distribution is frequently adjusted.
Therefore, there are various failure characteristics observed in
rock samples (Walton et al., 2019). When the L/D ratio reaches
1.5, limestone and slate undergo split failure and shear failure,
respectively. The typical failure characteristic can be explained in
terms of mineral composition and structure. For slate, its typical
clastic structure contains a lot of pores at the clastic junction. When
the sample enters the critical state of elastoplastic deformation, the
stress path passes the weak area of the clastic structure and forms a
plastic deformation zone (Quĩnones et al., 2017). As the axial load
increased constantly to exceed the yield limit of the rock, the stress
path penetrated the specimen to form a shear sliding surface. The
microstructural properties of the limestone skeleton suggested a
muddy supporting texture. When a compressive load was applied,
cracks expanded along the cemented boundary of lime mud
particles. Therefore, the limestone exhibited splitting failure
under compressive load.

The energy indicesU, Ue,Ud, andUd
p of limestone and slate were

calculated using Eqs 2–4 to obtain the data distribution of energy
storage, as shown in Table 3 and Figure 7. As the input energy U
increased, both the elastic energy Ue and dissipated energy Ud

showed a linear growth trend. This typical trend is based on the
linear energy storage law (Gong et al., 2020). There is an intercept in
the fitting formula with a value of approximately 5% of Ue. The

FIGURE 4
Stress–strain curve of slate and limestone under different loading rates. (A) 0.005s−1, (B) 0.01s−1, (C) 0.5s−1, and (D) 1s−1.
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fitting coefficient R2 ranged from 0.94 to 0.99, indicating an accurate
linear correlation between the energy storage and dissipation. For
slate and limestone, the slope value of Ue versus U represents the
storage ability of elastic energy. The figure demonstrates that the
energy storage ability of slate was stronger than that of limestone
(slope values were 0.93 and 0.71 for slate and limestone,
respectively). The difference in slope value is related to the

deformation characteristics of slate. The stress–strain curves in
Figure 4 indicate that slate samples usually underwent brittle
failure, which hardly contained a yield stage. The typical failure
characteristic indicated that the input energy transformed into
elastic energy stored in the sample, instead of being dissipated by
crack propagation (Wang et al., 2021). Moreover, a linear
correlation between the post-peak dissipated energy Ud

p and pre-

TABLE 2 Mechanical properties and two indices, Wet and Wp
et , of rock burst proneness for limestone and slate.

Rock type L/D ratio εe E UCS Ue Ud Upost-peak Wet Up Wp
et

(s-1) (GPa) (MPa) (kJ/m3) (kJ/m3) (kJ/m3) (kJ/m3)

Slate 0.3 0.005 8.70 126 687 266 389 2.58 25.5 2.36

0.01 9.75 179 883 212 308 4.17 25.7 3.71

0.5 17.8 233 1261 165 233 7.64 26.5 6.59

1.0 21.5 259 1803 195 283 9.25 39.4 7.69

0.4 0.005 8.08 82.8 353 137 196 2.58 56.5 1.82

0.01 9.18 101 442 142 203 3.11 46.1 2.35

0.5 14.3 122 838 158 227 5.30 32.9 4.39

1.0 18.6 144 1092 169 243 6.46 24.5 5.64

0.8 0.005 7.77 47.7 138 86.7 120 1.59 8.55 1.45

0.01 8.45 63.7 251 105.9 148 2.37 26.2 1.90

0.5 13.1 76.3 345 89.9 124 3.84 47.5 2.51

1.0 15.5 95.2 439 94.2 131.3 4.66 39.8 3.28

1.4 0.005 7.56 39.6 95.4 53.5 70.3 1.78 9.80 1.51

0.01 8.25 54.0 111.6 65.6 88.4 1.70 10.3 1.47

0.5 10.2 62.1 135.3 62.8 84.2 2.15 10.3 1.85

1.0 12.4 75.5 172 56.7 75.1 3.03 13.4 2.45

Limestone 0.3 0.005 11.1 164 718 212 308 3.39 12.9 3.19

0.01 19.5 193 1103 223 324 4.95 11.1 4.71

0.5 21.2 226 1523 232 338 6.56 23.0 5.97

1.0 29.2 268 1978 261 381 7.58 26.7 6.88

0.7 0.005 8.39 116 530 229 333 2.31 9.11 2.23

0.01 13.3 152 649 189 273 3.43 10.1 3.26

0.5 16.8 183 685 173 249 3.96 8.95 3.76

1.0 24.5 241 841 135 192 6.23 7.09 5.92

1.1 0.005 4.4 62.1 301 151 216 1.99 11.8 1.85

0.01 7.58 72.3 355 144 206 2.47 9.14 2.32

0.5 13.0 98.2 400 138 197 2.90 13.7 2.64

1.0 18.0 133 475 102 143 4.66 12.7 4.14

1.5 0.005 3.90 34.3 153 97 135 1.58 10.8 1.42

0.01 6.11 41.6 196 112 158 1.75 8.00 1.63

0.5 13.5 61.7 227 112 158 2.03 6.07 1.92

1.0 15.1 79.5 305 100 140 3.05 3.33 2.95
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peak dissipated energy Ud is presented in Figure 7B. The linear
correlation between Ud

p and Ud can be explained by the failure
process. The failure process of limestone and slate followed a similar
principle in that the failure path extended along the weakest part. As
for the post-peak stage, energy was dissipated through the friction of
the pre-existing crack surfaces when the applied loading on the
sample was increased.

To obtain the effects of L/D and strain rate on these linear energy
characteristics, the correlation between the ratio of elastic energy to
input energy and two influence factors are presented in Figure 8.
Due to the large range of strain rates, the variation of strain rate is
usually described as a semi-log equation. The error bar represents
the range of the Ue/U values under the same condition to emphasize
the influence of individual factors. The effects of L/D and strain rate
on the linear energy characteristics were observed in limestone and
slate. As the strain rate εe increased, U

e/U increased in segments.
When εe had a range from 0.01 to 0.5 s−1, the increased value ofUe/U
averaged 8% for slate and limestone. The elastic deformation
capacity of rock can be characterized by Ue/U. With increasing
εe, the strain rate-hardening effect becomes more significant,
resulting in a reinforcement of elastic deformation under
compressive load. The size effect of rock on the linear energy
characteristic is demonstrated as a linear trend. The difference in
slope values between slate and limestone (33.3%) revealed the effect
of slate brittleness on the failure characteristics induced by the size of
the sample. There was an apparent stress concentration at end face
caused by size effect. Stress concentrations not only created cracks
but also caused friction to dissipate energy. The detrital distribution
of slate was beneficial for crack propagation and energy dissipation.
Therefore, the decreased Ue/U of slate was more obvious than that of
limestone.

4.2 Proposed criteria for rock burst
proneness

Failure of rock specimens is accompanied by the rapid
propagation of cracks and ejection of rock chips (Małkowski
and Niedbalski, 2020). The failure characteristics are affected by
the energy storage property of a rock mass. Pre-stored energy

releases rapidly and transforms into the kinetic energy
consumed by the ejection of rock chips (Feng et al., 2021).
The rapid energy conversion is similar to the mechanism of
rock burst in a mine (Cai et al., 2021). Nevertheless, it is difficult
to capture rock fragments and calculate the total kinetic energy
to determine rock burst proneness (Gong et al., 2021). In the
actual rock burst, failure sound, observed size distribution of
rock fragments, and failure characteristics are considered the
standard. To establish criteria for rock burst proneness based on
the Wp

et index, the actual failure situation of slate and limestone
was recorded. Table 4 shows the typical failure modes of
limestone and slate under the maximum and minimum strain
rates. According to the failure characteristics under different
conditions, the rock burst proneness was characterized into
three categories (high risk, low risk, and no risk). The specific
descriptions of the three categories for actual rock burst
proneness are included as follows.

No risk of rock burst: At a low strain rate, the slate specimens
with an L/D ratio of 1.5 and 1.8 had only one oblique shear crack,
accompanied by a few scattered slate particles, as shown in Table 4.
There was no obvious sound upon specimen failure. Moreover, the
rock fragments slid down along the failure surface under the action
of gravitational potential energy instead of being ejected.

Low risk of rock burst: For most slate and limestone
specimens, large fragments could be observed to fall off, but
the specimens retained their main shape. The limestone with low-
risk rock burst proneness showed typical split failure. Only a
small amount of rock particles had been observed to eject at low
velocity. Taking the limestone specimen with an L/D ratio of
1.1 at low strain rate, a majority of limestone flakes were
distributed on the pressure head, and only a few small pieces
were ejected on the pressure platform.

High risk of rock burst: The failure modes of slate specimens
and limestone specimens with the L/D ratio of 1.1 under high
strain rate presented typical failure characteristics of rock burst.
The specimens were broken into many rock chunks and particles
that were no more than 3.0 cm in size, which were ejected on the
platform at high velocity. Therefore, the failure characteristics of
high risk of rock burst can be described as a large amount of rock
debris and particles ejected at a high speed, accompanied by a

FIGURE 5
Relationship between the UCS and the L/D ratio for (A) limestone and (B) slate.
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strong crackling sound and fall on the platform when the
specimen disintegrated.

According to the actual rock burst proneness determined by
the failure characteristics, the post-peak dissipated energy index
Wp

et of limestone and slate were classified into three categories, no
risk, low risk, and high risk, as shown in Figure 9A. The risk level
of rock burst proneness improved with increasing Wp

et values.
The Wp

et data points indicate a quantitative correlation between
the Wp

et value and the actual rock burst proneness. In summary,
the Wp

et index is a feasible method for evaluation of rock burst

proneness, and the specific criterion for rock burst proneness is
confirmed as

Wp
et > 5.5, high risk,

2.5≤Wp
et ≤ 5.5, low risk,

Wp
et < 2.5, no risk.

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (10)

The occurrence of rock burst is closely associated with stored
energy release. By considering post-peak energy dissipation, the rock
burst proneness can be modified to adapt to the actual situation.
Compared with the criterion for rock burst proneness usingWet, the

TABLE 3 Failure characteristics of slate and limestone with different L/D ratios under different strain rates.

Rock type L/D ratio Failure characteristics

Strain rate of 0.005 s-1 Strain rate of 1.0 s-1 Description

Slate 0.3 X-shape shear failure

0.4 X-shape shear failure

0.8 Oblique shear failure

1.4 Oblique shear failure

Limestone 0.3 Oblique shear failure and split failure

0.7 Split failure and X-shape shear failure

1.1 Split failure and shear failure

1.5 Split failure at a low rate and X-shape shear failure at a high rate
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three criterion categories of the revised rock burst proneness,
determined using the Wp

et index, increased by 0.5. Comparison
between the actual rock proneness and the rock burst criterion (Eq.
6) proposed by Kidybiński (1981) is shown in Figure 9B. Obviously,
the data point distribution ofWet is more dispersed than that ofWp

et.

Taking slate as an example, when L/D ratio is 0.8 and strain rate is
0.5 s−1, the Wet value is calculated as 5.30 and identified as at high
risk of rock burst. The revised index Wp

et calculated under the same
conditions identified the sample as low risk, with a value of 4.39. The
failure characteristic presented only a small amount of debris falling

FIGURE 6
Relationship between the elastic modulus and the L/D ratio under different strain rates. (A) Limestone and (B) Slate.

FIGURE 7
Relationship between (A) Ue and Ud versus U and (B) Ud

p versus Ud for limestone and slate.

FIGURE 8
Effect of the strain rate and L/D ratio on the linear energy characteristics. (A) strain rate and (B) L/D ratio.
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TABLE 4 Fitting formula of Wp
et versus L/D ratio.

Rock type εe (s-1) Fitting function Rock type εe (s-1) Fitting function

Limestone 0.005 Wp
et=4.26 (1+ L/D)−1.2, R2=0.98 Slate 0.005 Wp

et=2.97 (1+ L/D)−1.2, R2=0.86

0.01 Wp
et=7.24 (1+ L/D)−1.6, R2=0.99 0.01 Wp

et=4.89 (1+ L/D)−1.5, R2=0.85

0.5 Wp
et=9.39 (1+ L/D)−2.2, R2=0.99 0.5 Wp

et=11.6 (1+ L/D)−2.2, R2=0.90

1.0 Wp
et=9.67 (1+ L/D)−1.7, R2=0.88 1.0 Wp

et=12.7 (1+ L/D)−2.5, R2=0.92

TABLE 5 Summary of rock burst proneness based on three indices from Liu S M et al. (2020), Małkowski and Niedbalski (2020), and Bukowska (2005).

Rock type L/D εe M WTG PES KP
E Rock type L/D εe (s-1) M (GPa) WTG PES (kJ) KP

E

(s-1) (GPa) (kJ)

Slate 0.3 0.005 13.8 0.63 36.9 1.77 Limestone 0.3 0.005 26.5 0.42 46.1 2.33

0.01 21.0 0.47 90.0 2.87 0.01 17.0 1.15 87.9 3.40

0.5 16.3 1.10 278 5.41 0.5 8.50 2.49 131 4.51

1.0 13.5 1.59 385 6.37 1.0 12.8 2.28 324 5.19

0.4 0.005 12.2 0.66 18.4 1.80 0.7 0.005 17.1 0.49 27.5 1.59

0.01 20.9 0.44 35.7 2.18 0.01 26.8 0.50 68.8 2.38

0.5 22.1 0.65 81.1 3.69 0.5 23.7 0.71 126 2.75

1.0 18.4 1.01 12.8 4.49 1.0 24.1 1.02 346 4.38

0.8 0.005 25.7 0.30 7.34 1.15 1.1 0.005 21.1 0.21 10.7 1.39

0.01 22.0 0.38 15.5 1.70 0.01 22.0 0.34 20.1 1.72

0.5 16.9 0.78 34.5 2.78 0.5 11.3 1.16 63.6 2.03

1.0 13.4 1.16 58.3 3.34 1.0 13.6 1.33 201 3.32

1.4 0.005 36.9 0.20 6.32 1.36 1.5 0.005 34.1 0.11 3.90 1.13

0.01 21.8 0.38 14.3 1.26 0.01 24.5 0.25 6.41 1.24

0.5 36.8 0.28 23.4 1.61 0.5 21.2 0.64 31.2 1.44

1.0 28.3 0.44 37.7 2.29 1.0 39.6 0.38 81.0 2.18

FIGURE 9
(A) Relationship between Wp

et and actual rock burst proneness and (B) comparison between Wet and actual rock burst. Note that the sequence of
symbols of slate and limestone corresponds to the increasing L/D ratio.
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on the pressure head, accompanied by a small sound, which suggests
that the revised index Wp

et provides a more accurate judgment of
rock burst proneness.

4.3 Effect of the L/D ratio and strain rate on
rock burst

Based on the relationship between the post-peak energy dissipation
and failure characteristics, the criterion for rock burst proneness has
three categories: no risk, low risk, and high risk. The Wp

et value
corresponding to the same category of rock burst proneness had a
significantly different distribution. This suggests a strong quantitative
correlation between Wp

et index and rock burst proneness. Thus, the
effect of L/D ratio and strain rate on theWp

et index was investigated to
clarify the correlation between the post-peak dissipated energy index
and actual rock burst proneness, as shown in Figures 10, 11. The
influence of L/D ratio on the Wp

et index was fitted as a function, as
evident in Table 4 and shown in Figure 10. In addition, the dashed line
was added in the figure to emphasize the risk categories of actual rock
burst. The fitting coefficient R2 exceeded 0.85, but the R2 value of slate
was relatively smaller than that of limestone. According to Table 3, the
rock failure characteristic becomesmore typical with the increasing L/D

ratio. This indicates that crack propagation is concentrated around the
failure path. The concentration of crack behavior enhances the
interaction among cracks (Konsztowicz, 2010). Thus, crack
deformation behavior became more frequent to dissipate energy,
resulting in a decline of Wp

et. Moreover, the reduction of Wp
et was

affected by strain rate. Especially for slate, the function parameters of
strain rate at 0.5 and 1.0 s−1 were 200% of that of strain rate at 0.05 and
0.1 s−1. There was a phenomenon of strain hardness in the stage of yield
deformation. The acceleration of the strain rate enhanced the strain
hardening effect, which extended the yield deformation stage
(Lundborg, 1967). As the stored energy increased, the risk of rock
burst increased correspondingly. Moreover, the fitting trend was similar
to that of UCS, suggesting that the occurrence of rock burst was related
to the compressive performance of rock.

Formost conditions of limestone and slate, the increase inWp
et with

increasing εe can be characterized as having three stages, as shown in
Figure 11. There was a steady platform stage forWp

et, with an increase of
no more than 20%within a strain rate range from 0.01 to 0.5 s−1. As the
L/D ratio increased, the plateau stage became more obvious. This
suggests that the rate-dependent growth in Wp

et has a critical value
with variation of L/D ratio. For slate samples with L/D ratios of 0.3 and
0.4,Wp

et had a nearly linear increasing trend, and the most violent rock
bursts were also observed in these samples. Evolution of energy

FIGURE 10
Correlation between Wp

et and the L/D ratio for (A) Limestone and (B) Slate.

FIGURE 11
Correlation between Wp

et and εe under various L/D ratio conditions using the semi-log equation for (A) Limestone and (B) Slate.
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dissipation and release was closely related to the process of rock
deformation until failure (Wang et al., 2019). The variation of the
failure characteristics was dependent on the inertial effect of rock
material under the condition of high-rate compression load. It has
been shown that, when the strain rate reaches 0.5 s−1 (Luo et al., 2014),
the period from crack initiation to rupture of a rock sample becomes
shorter (Li et al., 2014). Similar results were obtained from the difference
of failure characteristics, as listed in Table 3.

Comparing the curves in Figures 10, 11, it can be observed that
the effects of strain rate and scale effect onWp

et are opposite. There is
a non-linear relationship between the L/D ratio andWp

et index. This
correlation is similar to the effect of L/D ratio on the UCS. This
different trend induced different failure characteristics. Following
the least energy consumption law, the failure of rock tends to be
typical with variation of L/D ratio. However, the strain hardening
effect (Wei et al., 2021) was enhanced by the increasing strain rate
and generated the platform stage for the rate-dependent variation of
Wp

et. Taking into account variation of Wp
et based on the combined

effects of scale effect and strain rate,Wp
et can be obtained as follows:

Wp
et � c + a · εe − b · L/D( ), (11)

where a, b, and c are the fitting parameters with values of 3.05,
3.67, and 2.62 for limestone and 3.12, 4.27, and 2.21 for slate,
respectively. The fitting result is shown in Figure 12, which is
marked with a dashed line representing the risk grades of rock
burst. The fitting coefficients R2 of the two rocks were 0.91 and 0.93,
indicating an accurate determination ofWp

et. It should be noted that,
for the test, the boundary of the fitting equation was set as an L/D
ratio in the range of 0.3–1.5 and εe in the range of 0.005–1 s−1.

5 Discussion

5.1 Effect of strain rate and L/D ratio on linear
energy characteristics

The process of rock failure is closely related to energy dissipation
and storage during energy evolution. Previous studies have indicated
that the characteristics of energy dissipation and storage are essential

in determining rock burst proneness (Kidybiński, 1981; Li et al.,
2014; Wasantha et al., 2015; Gale, 2018; Liu X L, et al., 2020; Gong
et al., 2021). To investigate the critical state of rock burst occurrence,
this study proposed the post-peak dissipated energy index Wp

et to
evaluate rock burst proneness and considers the effect of strain rate
and size. Linear energy characteristics were obtained, which were
influenced by variations in the L/D ratio and strain rate εe, as
demonstrated by segmented growth of Ue/U for slate and
limestone in Figure 8. This finding is similar to that reported by
Li et al. (2014), who noted that the strain rate has a threshold value of
1 × 10−2 s−1 for the sudden release of elastic energy to induce splitting
and even rock burst. The rate-dependent effect on rock energy
characteristics was also investigated by Wasantha et al. (2015),from
the perspective of mineral grain size distribution. The results
revealed that the linear energy characteristic presents an
increasing trend, resulting in Ue/U not maintaining a constant
increasing trend with strain rate. Furthermore, the effect of strain
rate on rock burst can be demonstrated through its stress adjustment
response (Li et al., 2012). The size effect on rock burst is different
from that of strain rate. Su (2004) analyzed size-dependent rock
burst tendency from the perspective of changing brittleness and
concluded that, at the same diameter, elastic energy is proportional
to the L/D ratio. This result is also evident in Figure 8B. As a result,
the weakening process of the sample is intensified, leading to
increased brittleness (Darbor et al., 2019). From a failure
perspective, stress concentration becomes more obvious at the
end face of the sample as the L/D ratio decreases (Lundborg N,
1967), and the energy storage process is accelerated, leading to the
ejection of rock fragments at a faster speed. These two results
illustrate the significant influence of rock size on the energy
storage process (Li et al., 2023). To provide a reliable reference
for predicting rock burst, these findings emphasize the importance
of considering the strain rate and size effects when evaluating rock
burst proneness.

To examine the validity of the linear energy principle, data from
various types of rocks and rock-like materials (such as coal and
concrete) from other literature sources have been introduced. The
materials considered in this analysis include gas coal (Gong et al.,
2020), TJH coal (Liu S M et al., 2020), ordinary concrete, EPS

FIGURE 12
Variation of Wp

et with different L/D ratios and strain rates for (A) Limestone and (B) Slate.
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concrete, and AHB concrete (Lu et al., 2017), as well as shale (Iman
et al., 2018), as shown in Figure 13. The results indicate a strong
linear correlation betweenUe and U, with a fitting coefficient R2 over
0.95. The difference in the slope values for different materials reflects
their unique energy storage characteristics.

Although gas coal and TJH coal are obtained from different
regions (Shaanxi and Shandong provinces, respectively), their
energy storage trends are fitted to the same function (marked in
black). This suggests that the energy distribution of coal is relatively
stable compared to shale and concrete. However, due to the different
properties of additive materials in concrete, the energy storage
characteristics differ significantly. Under compressive load, the
addition of AHB material causes the concrete to undergo crushed
failure earlier, thus dissipating a portion of the input energy instead
of storing it in the sample. Furthermore, the addition of AHBmatrix
generates pores at the contact surface, leading to further crack
deformation and energy dissipation (Luo et al., 2014).
Conversely, the addition of EPS material in concrete plays a key
role in buffering the compressive loading to enhance elastic
deformation, thereby improving the energy storage ability of the
concrete sample (Kirane et al., 2015). The comparative analysis
indicates that shale has a stronger ability to store energy than coal or
concrete. This is related to the strong brittleness of shale and its
elastic energy storage performance.

5.2 Comparative analysis of Wp
et on rock

burst proneness

Rock burst is characterized by the sudden release of stored
elastic strain energy, which results in the high-speed ejection of
rock fragments. The intensity of a rock burst depends on the rate
of release of elastic energy. After stress adjustment in the rock
mass, the stress concentration occurs at the rock mass to generate
a rock burst (Feng et al., 2015). To better estimate rock burst
proneness, we propose the post-peak dissipated energy index,
which is based on the linear energy storage characteristics of
rocks. This index accounts for the strain energy dissipation after

failure, resulting in improved accuracy in estimating rock burst
proneness.

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed Wp
et index in

predicting rock burst susceptibility, this study compared it to
other indices for analyzing limestone and slate, such as the
modified bursting energy index KP

E (Liu S M et al., 2020), the
potential elastic energy index PES (Małkowski and Niedbalski,
2020), and the rock burst index for rock mass WTG (Bukowska
M, 2005). The modified bursting energy index KP

E, proposed by Liu
X L et al. (2020), evaluates the energy release capability of rock by
considering its post-failure energy behavior.

KP
E � Ue

Upost−peak
, (12)

where KP
E < 2 indicates no proneness to rock burst, KP

E =
2–5 indicates low proneness to rock burst, and KP

E > 5 indicates
strong proneness to rock burst.

Małkowski and Niedbalski (2020) found that the tendency for
rock burst under pressure load can be evaluated by the storage of
potential elastic energy. On this basis, the potential elastic energy index
PES was derived using the UCS and elastic modulus as

PES � 500
σ2c
E
, (13)

where PES (kJ) classifies the rock burst tendency into four grades:
PES < 40 indicates no proneness, 40 < PES < 100 indicates weak
proneness, 100 < PES < 200 indicates high proneness, and PES >
200 indicates extreme proneness.

The characteristics of the geo-mechanical system (coal seam-
surrounding rock) were analyzed to develop the criterion for rock
burst tendency. In accordance with the stress–strain curves of rock
mass, post-failure deformation modulus M and Young’s modulus E
were introduced to assess the rock burst tendency (Bukowska M,
2005):

WTG � M

E
, (14)

where WTG < 1 indicates no proneness to rock burst, 1 < WTG <
2 indicates little proneness to rock burst, and WTG > 2 indicates
strong proneness to rock burst.

Themodified bursting energy indexKP
E (Liu SM et al., 2020), the

potential elastic energy index PES (Małkowski and Niedbalski,
2020), and the rock burst index for rock mass WTG (Bukowska
M, 2005) were compared to estimate the burst proneness of
limestone and slate, as shown in Figure 14 and Table 5. PES
exhibited a relatively accurate prediction of rock burst compared
toKP

E andWTG. However, one limestone sample with an L/D ratio of
0.7 and a strain rate of 0.5 s-1 was overestimated as having high risk
of actual rock burst. WTG misjudged numerous cases, particularly
those with little and strong risk of rock burst. As rock burst
proneness increased, the presented brittleness in rock failure
became more apparent. This indicated that an obvious stress
drop occurred after the peak, leading to a large value of failure
modulus M. However, the brittleness-dependent strain hardening
effect led to an enhancement of the elastic deformation capacity of
rock, which manifested in an increase in the elastic modulus E.WTG

is expressed as the ratio of E to M; therefore, the variation of WTG

does not reflect the difference between E and M values in

FIGURE 13
Relationship betweenUe andU. Sources: shale, Iman et al. (2018);
TJH coal, Liu S M et al. (2020); gas coal, Gong et al. (2020); and
ordinary, ESP, and AHB concrete, Lu et al. (2017).
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representation of rock burst proneness. Moreover, a small number
of KP

E data points were distributed outside the corresponding
category area of rock burst proneness. The KP

E values of
limestone and slate underestimated the low risk of actual rock
burst, whereas the proposed index Wp

et accurately predicted rock
burst proneness. The difference between theUe andUpost-peak used in
KP

E did not reflect the essence of rock burst, which is the release of
stored elastic strain energy.

6 Conclusion

Conventional compression tests were carried out on
limestone and slate samples under different conditions
(including variations in strain rate and sample size). By
considering the energy dissipated in the post-peak stage, the
Wp

et index was proposed to evaluate rock burst proneness. The
effects of sample size and strain rate on the Wp

et index were
investigated. Our conclusions are as follows.

(1) Under different L/D ratios and strain rates, the typical failure
characteristics of limestone and slate were obtained to analyze the
effect of L/D ratios and strain rates on rock mechanical
parameters. As the L/D ratio increases, UCS and elastic

modulus show a non-linear decreasing trend, which is caused
by the end effect of the rock sample. Variation of the strain rate
changed the failure path, leading to the complexity of the rock
failure type.

(2) A linear correlation betweenUe andU, namely, the linear energy
storage law, was found, along with a relationship between Ud

and Up. The linear energy characteristic has different
correlations with strain rate and L/D as it is positively
correlated with strain rate and negatively correlated with
L/D. The Wet index was modified to the Wp

et index to allow
assessment of rock burst proneness by considering energy
dissipation in the post-peak stage of rock deformation.
Combined with the failure characteristics of rock samples
associated with the different conditions, the actual rock burst
proneness can be classified into three grades: no risk (Wp

et below
2.5), low risk (Wp

et between 2.5 and 5.5), and high risk (Wp
et

exceeding 5.5) to establish the criterion for rock burst.
(3) L/D ratio-dependent variation of theWp

et index is similar to that
of UCS. There is a platform stage in the relationship between
Wp

et and strain rate, indicating that the rate-dependent growth
in Wp

et has a critical value (0.1 to 1s-1). The accuracy of rock
burst proneness based on the Wp

et index was verified through
comparison with existing criteria. The results suggest that Wp

et

provides an effective description of rock burst proneness.

FIGURE 14
Relationship between the three indices, (A) KP

E , (B) PES, and (C) WTG, and actual rock burst proneness.
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